One of the common problems when dealing with digital libraries is lack of classification codes in some of the documents. In the following publication we deal with this problem in a multi-label, hierarchical case of Mathematics Subject Classification System. We develop modifications of ML-KNN algorithm and show how they improve results given by the algorithm on example of Springer textual data.
Introduction
Document classification is an old problem and does not require a computer to be solved. A good example is a library, in which categories are assigned to books. A problem that occurs with manual approach is scalability. Automatic text classification is considered since 1960s [1] .
Nowadays, document classification is a common problem. Sebastiani [1] brings up such examples as: document indexing, document filtering, meta-data extraction, word sense disambiguation, creating hierarchical catalogue of Internet websites. This list can be extended with analysis of emotions expressed by a text's author [2] . An important problem which appears when dealing with text corpora is assigning classification codes to documents, based on previously classified documents.
In this paper we inspect an established multi-label classification algorithm: ML-KNN. We show a problem that might occur when dealing with noisy data and develop a new KNN-based algorithm that is more resistant to noise. We also use an established method for dealing with hierarchical classification problem and join the method with ML-KNN modifications. We show on real data how new algorithms perform better than ML-KNN.
The rest of this work is organised as follows: in section 2 we formally define what a classification problem is. We show different classification measures for multi-label classification and specify a measure for hierarchical classification. In section 3 we review literature on multi-label and hierarchical classification. Section 4 contains a detailed description of ML-KNN algorithm. We show a problem, which might occur when working with noisy data using this algorithm. We propose and describe novel modifications of ML-KNN which are not prone to this specific problem. Section 5 describes data, on which we tested our algorithms. Section 6 shows what experimental settings have been taken, whereas section 7 contains the results for data. We finish our work with summary and propositions of future work which might improve the algorithms.
Problem Statement
In this section we formalize a classification problem of documents. We consider an example of such problem in section 5.
Classification Problem
In the classification problem of scientific documents a set of documents D is considered. Furthermore, k attribute functions are defined, each mapping a document into a value from some domain:
Let Q = {q 1 , · · · , q n } be the set of n labels describing documents from set D. We can then specify a function K : D × Q → {0, 1}, such that K(d, q) = 1 ⇔ q describes document d. Let K(d) be the set of labels describing d. The solution to the classification problem is creating a function K : D × Q → {0, 1}, which is as similar in a given sense to K as possible. It is done based on some finite set of training documents D train ⊂ D.
Evaluation
Testing is evaluating, how similar function K is to K. It is based on comparing values K (d) and K(d) returned for documents d from some set of documents D test ⊂ D.
Different approaches to evaluation exist in the literature. It is worth noting, that many labels may be assigned to a single document, which brings even more complexity to the problem. We have shown some of the existing evaluation methods below [3] .
Accuracy (defined in equation (2)) measures classification quality, not distinguishing errors resulting from choosing too many labels from errors resulting from not choosing the label that should be chosen.
Accuracy (K, K , D test 
